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INTRODUCTION
It is an exciting time in the life of a 14 year old, and especially at Plasmawr. This
is a period of change, a period of choice, and a period which could well lead
to a successful and prosperous career.
Welcome to Year 10
The end of Key Stage 3 is nearly upon us, and has managed to provide a
firm and broad educational base for all concerned. It is a tried and tested
path, but one which allows for personal choice in KS4. Much of what is taught at
KS3 is seen in KS4, but there is now an opportunity to choose a personal
direction; this new path could be a specialised one, or could include numerous
paths to allow for further choices at a later stage. Whatever the path, expectation
and excitement is high.


These are the courses which will appear on every pupil’s timetable in
Year 10:
The Welsh BAC, Welsh, English, Mathematics, Science
In these subjects, students will be placed in sets according to their ability, and will
lead to either the General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) or BTEC.


Every pupil will also receive general lessons in the following:
Information Technology and Physical Education
Pupils can choose to do the GCSE ICT course or the GCSE P.E course through
the options column.


Pupils will choose courses from the option columns, which will be a
combination of the following:
o GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education)
o BTEC Qualification

EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS.
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (GCSE)
The main features of the GCSE system are:
 It is a single system of examination. You may sit any number of exams.
There is a single system of grades which means that the performance of all
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children will be assessed in a similar way. If successful, the grades will range
from A* to G.
Each examination aims to measure what you know, understand and can do.
A range of questions and / or papers will be offered to children of different
abilities.

The school in partnership with the pupil and parents will guide pupils on which
tiers of examination to attempt.
Coursework is a way of life on GCSE courses. Coursework allows for work to be
assessed during the course, and is important because it assesses what you can
do outside a two-hour paper in an examination. This will be of benefit to those
pupils who find it difficult to reach their potential under examination conditions.
The percentage of the final mark allocated to coursework varies in each subject.
BTEC Qualifications
BTEC Qualifications are vocational courses allowing learners to gain experiences
of a chosen area of study. These courses allow progression from 14 to19 at
different levels, and are fully accredited (see table). These qualifications give
learners the opportunity to acquire knowledge and understanding of a range of
skills through a vocational experience of the field he or she has chosen. All
BTEC courses are assignment or project based and have a small exam element.
Level
2
1

Expected Grades
GCSE A* - C
BTEC L2
GCSE D – G
BTEC L1

WHAT NEXT?
We all dream of winning the ‘Lottery’, but most dreams do not come true. We are
resigned to the fact that work is a way of life, and that the better the work, the
better the standard of living. To ensure the best for each and every one of us, we
must make the most of our opportunities. Statistics show that fulfilling potential at
school is a fair measure of success in the future.
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1.
How do we make a decision?
Over the last few months, we have emphasised the importance of knowledge and
information in the decision-making process.
 Do you intend to choose GCSEs, BTECs, Entry Levels or a mixture of
courses?
 Would you like to return to school after your examinations?
 Would you like to attend a college, or become part of the labour force?
 Do you have a career in mind?
Most pupils will base their decisions on the simple fact of life, they will choose a
course that they enjoy. No one can predict the future, so a balance of courses is
recommended, and we hope that a large percentage will choose a variety of
courses to avoid disappointment in the future.
‘We have, however, encouraged pupils to choose those courses which will
motivate them, and courses which they will enjoy.’
2.
Are some courses more valuable than others?
Teachers would say ‘NO’, some employers would say ‘YES’. The most important
aspect of present-day education is to provide a skilled and well-trained workforce
for the future. The courses on offer, without question, provide all the necessary
skills and training to allow pupils to choose a successful career.
3.
What about spare time activities?
Years 10 and 11 should be a time for learning and a time for experiencing new
things. Time management will be very important in the next few years.
‘Your generation may have more leisure time than any previous generation and
this could affect your course choices.’
4.
Who will advise me?
 The Subject teacher or Head of Department - a mine of relevant information
on the contents of courses, assessment, coursework, and if the course is
suitable for the pupil.
 Personal Tutor - willing to advise pupils on a more personal basis.
 Progress Leaders - experienced in the process of decision-making, and able
to foresee problems.
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Careers Officer - every pupil in Year 9 has the right to ask for a Careers
Interview with the officer assigned to the School.
Learning Coach – the Learning Coach works closely with the KS4 Progress
Team, and is available to listen and advise whenever is convenient.

5.
What part can parents / guardians play?
Parents and guardians know the children best and therefore have a key role to
play in the decision making process.
Research has shown that most children will turn to their parents for advice and
support during this period in their lives.
BEFORE YOU CHOOSE, REMEMBER...




Choose wisely. Do not close any doors without good reason.
Everybody needs a healthy balance of courses.
You may only choose one option from each column.

After all that, onwards and upwards...........
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THE CORE SUBJECTS
WELSH - GCSE
The majority of our students (set 1 ~ 4) will be sitting Language and Literature
exams. Sets 5 ~ 7 will sit the GCSE Language exam only. They will, however,
have a taste of various pieces of literature in their lessons. Set 7 will also work
towards an additional qualification ~ ‘Welsh Entry Level’.
Language GCSE
The Welsh Language exams are linear and therefore are not tiered. All students
will be able to receive grades A* ~ G. The Oral exams (Unit 1) will take place in
September / October during year 11.
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Welsh Literature
Our students will sit the exams as follows:
Unit 1 – Poetry ~ January of year 11
Unit 2 – Novel ~ Summer of year 11
Unit 3 – Visual Literature ~ April of year 11
Unit 4 – One piece of course work in year 10 (Task 2) and one in Year 11
(Task 1)

The students sitting the literature exam will study:
 Poetry ~ 10 poems (Higher Tier) / 6 poems (Foundation Tier)
 Novel - either ‘O Ran’, ‘Yn y Gwaed’, ‘Ac Yna Clywodd Sŵn y Môr’,
‘I Ble’r Aeth Haul y Bore?’, ‘Dim’, ‘Diffodd y Sêr’, ‘Llinyn Trôns’
 Visual Literature - either ‘Tylluan Wen’, ‘Y Mynydd Grug’, ‘Dihirod Dyfed’
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ENGLISH - GCSE
Setting and Assessment
Most sets (set 1 to set 5) follow a combined GCSE course in both Language and
Literature, leading to two GCSEs. The new English Language examination is
untiered, so the main differences between sets are pace and depth of the work,
with some choices of Literature texts being different. Sets 6 and 7 will sit English
Language only, but those pupils will of course study literary and other texts in line
with the requirements of the National Curriculum, to encourage strong reading
skills. In addition, set 7 will follow an additional Entry Level qualification (WJEC),
which also prepares for GCSE.
 Sets 1 - 5
English Language and English Literature
 Set 6
English Language
 Set 7
Entry Level English and English Language
Both examinations for Language happen at the end of Year 11, with Oracy exams
in year 10 and year 11. Please see the teaching timetable for information about
the assessment of the Literature course.
Progress in English
To do well in English, students must build their skills throughout the 2 years.
Regular attendance and attention to homework is crucial. Reading is also hugely
important – the students will tell you that the new exam asks them to read and
understand a range of different texts really quickly. To build reading stamina and
vocabulary, we are looking for 15 minutes a day of quality reading. (Remember
that students see much less academic English-medium writing in the course of
their day, so this is important.)
How parents and families can help
 Draw your child’s attention to anything which you think they will like
reading – fiction*, website articles, hobby magazines, Sunday
supplements
 Encourage 15 minutes a day of quality reading – new research says that
e-books on mobile devices are good for short bursts of reading
 Explain words and phrases, or look up new words with them, to build their
vocabulary
 Help them come up with weird ways of remembering difficult spellings
 In conversation, encourage them to give clear and detailed reasons for
opinions
 Stress the importance of regular homework and attendance
* www.lovereading4kids.co.uk or http://www.thesprout.co.uk/ Reading
Power Book Club have a good range of book recommendations for
teenagers. The Central Library next to John Lewis in town has a decent
9

teen section and helpful librarians, who can also explain their free e-book
download service. English teachers will of course be happy to help too.
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For pupils studying English Literature (in sets 1 – 5) the coursework is completed

in year 10, with external examination units in the summer of Year 10 and Year 11.
We provide set texts for the coursework units, but for externally examined units, it
is very helpful for children to have their own copies of the texts. These can be
bought from year 12 students and second-hand, so need not be expensive.
Set texts for upper sets: Macbeth or King Lear (coursework), To Kill a
Mockingbird or Of Mice and Men, Lord of the Flies, A View From The Bridge
Set texts for middle sets: Romeo and Juliet (coursework), Of Mice and Men,
Heroes, An Inspector Calls
Here are the course requirements:
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MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICS-NUMERACY - GCSE
Mathematics and Mathematics-Numeracy is a compulsory core subject studied in
Key Stage 4.
There are two GCSE Mathematics qualifications, one for numeracy (called
Mathematics-Numeracy) and the other for studying aspects of mathematical
techniques (called Mathematics). The GCSE Mathematics-Numeracy
qualification specifically builds on the numeracy level expected at the end of Key
Stage 3 from the Literacy and Numeracy Framework and will assess the
mathematics needed for learners in everyday life, in work-life and in other
general curriculum fields.
What are the GCSE assessment arrangements?
There are three tiers of entry available, and you will be advised as to which is
most appropriate for you during your time in Key Stage 4.
Higher
A*
A
B
C
Intermediate

B

Foundation#

C

D

E

D

E

F

G

Work will be assessed at the end of Year 11 with two exam papers for each
qualification.
Unit 1: Without Calculator

Unit 2: Calculator allowed

(50% of the qualification)

(50% of the qualification)

Written Exam

Written Exam

Higher: 1 hour 45 minutes (80 marks)

Higher: 1 hour 45 minutes (80 marc)

Intermediate:1hour 45minute(80 marks) Intermediate:1hour45minutes(80 marks)
Foundation:1hour30minutes(65 marks) Foundation:1hour30minutes(65 marks)
Entry Level course in Mathematics?
There will be one examination at the end of Year 11 and a number of interim
tests and coursework tasks during Years 10 and 11 which will count towards the
final mark. Pupils who follow the Entry Level course in Mathematics but
demonstrate the ability to attain a GCSE grade, will be able to sit both Entry
Level and GCSE examinations.
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SCIENCE
Pupils will study one of three options:




Triple science, which is equivalent to 3 GCSEs
Double science, which is equivalent to 2 GCSEs
Single applied science, which is equivalent to 1 GCSE

GCSE – DOUBLE SCIENCE
Pupils are still able to study AS and A level science if they take this path.
The department will choose, based on their ability who will follow this
course.
It is a two year course, leading to 2 GCSE’s.
Outline of the course
Year 10
 3 units are taught in year 10: Unit 1 (Biology), unit 2 (Chemistry) and unit
2 (Physics)
 3 written examinations: 1 hour 15 minutes each. Each examination is
equivalent to 15% of the course (total of 45%)
Unit 1 (Biology)
Cells and movement
across membranes
Respiration and the
respiratory system in
humans
Digestion and the
digestive system in
humans
Circulatory system in
humans
Plants and
photosynthesis
Ecosystems and human
impact on the
environment

Unit 2 (Chemistry)
The nature of
substances and
chemical reactions
Atomic structure and the
Periodic Table.

Unit 3 (Physics)
Electric circuits

Water

Making use of energy

The ever-changing Earth

Domestic electricity

Rate of chemical change

Features of waves

Generating electricity
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Assessement
 All 3 units will be assessed at the end of the year in Year 10. Each
examination will be 1 hour 15 minutes.
 Pupils will have an opportunity to re-sit these units in Year 11 and the best
result will count.
Year 11
 3 units are taught in Year 11: Unit 4 (Biology), unit 5 (Chemistry) and
unit 6 (Physics)
 3 written examinations: 1 hour 15 minutes each. Each examination is
equivalent to 15% of the course (total of 45%)
Unit 4 (Biology)
Classification and
biodiversity
Cell division and stem
cells
DNA and inheritance

Unit 5 (Chemistry)
Bonding, structure and
properties
Acids, bases and salts.

Metals and their
extraction
Variation and evolution
Chemical reactions and
energy
Response and regulation Crude oil, fuels and
carbon compounds
Disease, defence and
treatment

Unit 6 (Physics)
Distance, speed and
acceleration
Newton's laws
Work and energy
Stars and planets
Types of radiation
Half-life

Assessement
All 3 units will be assessed at the end of the year in year 10. Each examination
will be 1 hour 15 minutes.
Course work (unit 7)
 Pupils will undertake their coursework (unit 7) between January and
February in year 11. This is equivalent to 10% of the course.
 This unit is spilt into 2 parts:
- Part A: Practical examination, 1 hour long
- Part B: Written examination, 1 hour long.
 The coursework (unit 7) is marked externally.
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GCSE – TRIPLE SCIENCE
This course will benefit pupils who wish to follow a career in Science.
The department will choose, based on their ability, who will follow this
course.
Pupils study 3 subjects: Biology, Chemistry and Physics and gain 3 GCSE’s.
General information on the subjects
 Each subject (Biology, Chemistry and Physics) is split into 3 units:
 Unit 1 is taught in Year 10 and unit 2 is taught in Year 11.
 2 written examinations: 1 hour 45 minutes each and each examination is
equivalent to 45% of the course (total percentage of the 2 examinations is
90%)
Course work (unit 7)
 Pupils will undertake their coursework (unit 7) between January and
February in year 11. This is equivalent to 10% of the course.
 This unit is spilt into 2 parts:
- Part A: Practical examination, 1 hour long
- Part B: Written examination, 1 hour long.
 The coursework (unit 7) is marked externally.

BIOLOGY - GCSE
Year 10 – Unit 1
Cells and movement
across membranes
Respiration and the
respiratory system in
humans
Digestion and the
digestive system in
humans
Circulatory system in
humans
Plants and
photosynthesis
Ecosystems, nutrient
cycles and human impact
on the environment

Year 11 - Unit 2
Classification and
biodiversity
Cell division and stem
cells
DNA and inheritance

Variation and evolution
Response and regulation
Kidneys and homeostasis

Micro-organisms and
their applications
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Disease, defence and
treatment
Pupils will have an opportunity to re-sit these units in Year 11 and the best result
will count.
Wider reading/watching:
Biology books, Biological magazines, Nature programmes,
Evolution programmes, News, DVD – My sister’s keeper.
How can you help your child?
Encourage your child to read over their classwork that evening.
Ensure your child revises thoroughly for every test, and produce revision notes.
Help
create
a
revision
timetable
for
their
exams.
Practice past GCSE exam questions. Past papers available from the WJEC website.

CHEMISTRY - GCSE
Chemistry: unit 1
The nature of substances
and chemical reactions
Atomic structure and the
Periodic Table
Water
The ever-changing Earth
Rate of chemical change
Limestone

Chemistry: unit 2
Bonding, structure and
properties
Acids, bases and salts
Metals
and
their
extraction
Chemical reactions and
energy
Crude oil, fuels and
organic chemistry
Reversible
reactions,
industrial processes and
important chemicals

Pupils will have an opportunity to re-sit these units in Year 11 and the best result
will count.
Useful Resources:
Books:
CBAC TGAU Gwyddoniaeth a TGAU Gwyddoniaeth Ychwanegol
(Hodder Murray) Red Book
Gwyddoniaeth Ddwbl TGAU Cemeg Y llyfr Adolygu (CAA) Red Book
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Websites:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tgau/Cemeg/ (Welsh)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and animations to aid the
understanding of physical concepts. Subjects are split according to themes as
opposed to exam paper.
http://www.s-cool.co.uk/gcse/chemistry (English)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and animations to aid the
understanding of physical concepts. Subjects are split according to themes as
opposed to exam paper.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/ (English)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and animations to aid the
understanding of physical concepts. Subjects are split according to themes as
opposed to exam paper.
The department’s MOODLE site:
http://www.plasmawr.cardiff.sch.uk/moodle/login/index.php (Welsh)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and a few animations / PowerPoint
presentations to aid the understanding of physical concepts. In addition, there is
also a bank of past questions for the pupils to attempt, along with their answers.
Information split according to exam paper.
Parental Assistance
 Regular monitoring of handbook to ensure that homework tasks are
completed promptly (there will be a homework after every unit / pair of units)
 Regular monitoring of handbook to ensure that pupils revise thoroughly for
every test (there will usually be a test following every unit/series of units)
 Aid and encourage your child in creating revision notes / timetables

PHYSICS - GCSE
Physics: unit 1
Electric circuits
Generating electricity
Making use of energy
Domestic electricity
Features of waves
The total internal reflection of
waves
Seismic waves
Kinetic theory

Physics: unit 2
Distance, speed and acceleration
Newton's laws
Work and energy
Further motion concepts
Stars and planets
The Universe
Types of radiation
Half-life
17

Electromagnetism

Nuclear decay and nuclear energy

Pupils will have an opportunity to re-sit these units in Year 11 and the best result
will count.
Useful Resources:
Books:
CBAC TGAU Gwyddoniaeth a TGAU Gwyddoniaeth Ychwanegol (Hodder
Murray) Red Book
Gwyddoniaeth Ddwbl TGAU Ffiseg Y llyfr Adolygu (CAA) Blue Book
Websites:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tgau/ffiseg/ (Welsh)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and animations to aid the
understanding of physical concepts. Subjects are split according to themes as
opposed to exam paper.
https://www.bangor.ac.uk/ccm/gcserevision.php.cy
Nodiadau adolygu Prifysgol Bangor
http://www.s-cool.co.uk/gcse/physics (English)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and animations to aid the
understanding of physical concepts. Subjects are split according to themes as
opposed to exam paper.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/ (English)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and animations to aid the
understanding of physical concepts. Subjects are split according to themes as
opposed to exam paper.
The department’s MOODLE site:
http://www.plasmawr.cardiff.sch.uk/moodle/login/index.php (Welsh)
A website with written descriptions, diagrams and a few animations / powerpoint
presentations to aid the understanding of physical concepts. In addition, there is
also a bank of past questions for the pupils to attempt, along with their answers.
Information split according to exam paper.
Parental Assistance
 Regular monitoring of handbook to ensure that homework tasks are
completed promptly (there will be a homework after every unit / pair of units).
 Regular monitoring of handbook to ensure that pupils revise thoroughly for
every test (there will usually be a test following every homework).
 Aid and encourage your child in creating revision notes / timetables.
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DIWRNODAU PWNC LLOSG – ‘HOT TOPIC’ DAYS

As part of the Key Stage 4 curriculum, students will be participating in ‘Diwrnodau
Pwnc Llosg’ once a term. Over the two year period, students will have
opportunities to engage with fundamental questions and issues relating to topics
such as equality, diversity, extremism and human rights. Additionally, students
will challenge their own and others’ thinking through discussing the needs and
effects of both local and global matters.
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Column A
COMPUTING - GCSE
This GCSE is intended to be of interest to a wide range of candidates including
those intending to study Computer Science or ICT at AS or Advanced Level. All
units are intended to be accessible to G grade candidates whilst providing some
elements that will challenge those working at A*.
Some candidates may go on to follow a higher education course or career in
Computer Science or an associated area. Those with other interests and
aspirations can also benefit from the many transferable skills inherent in the
study of Computer Science
Course Structure
This is a linear 3 unit GCSE course, comprising 2 practical
assessments and a written examination. All units must be assessed
at the end of the course.
SPECIFICATION CONTENT
Unit 1 Understanding Computer Science
1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Hardware
Architecture
Central Processing Unit (CPU)
Explain how performance is
affected by functions
Different types of memory
Secondary storage technologies
Human-computer interaction

2.
2.1
2.2

Logical Operations
Logical operators
Boolean Logic

3.
3.1
3.2

Communication
Networks
Internet

4.

Organisation and structure of
data
Representation of numbers,
graphics and sound

4.1

4.2
4.3

Data validation & verification
Data types & structures

5.
5.1
5.2
5.3

System software
Managing resources
Providing an interface
Utility software

6.
6.1

Principles of programming
Levels of computer language

7.

Software engineering
Software tools

8.
8.1

Program construction
Compilers, interpreters and
assemblers

9. Ethical, legal and environmental
impacts of digital technology
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Unit 2: Computational Thinking and Programming
This assessment consists of a series of tasks set and marked by WJEC and
completed on-screen by the candidate. These tasks will assess the practical
application of programming knowledge.
Some of these tasks will require work to be completed using
Greenfoot, a package which is freely available for legal download
(http://www.greenfoot.org/)
.

Unit 3: Developing Computing Solutions
This controlled assessment will give candidates the opportunity to develop a piece of
work using programming software following a task brief from a choice of two issued by
WJEC.
Design of solution
Implementation
Program documentation
Testing
Evaluation

ASSESSMENT

Assessment for GCSE Computer Science is untiered, i.e. all units cater for the
full range of ability and allow access to grades A*-G.
Unit 1:
Understanding Computer Science – 50% - External Assessment: 1½ hours
This examination will assess understanding of the theory content of the
specification with a mixture of short, medium and longer answer questions.
Unit 2:
Computational Thinking and Programming - 30% External Assessment: 2 hours
This unit investigates problem solving, algorithms and programming
constructs, programming languages, data structures and data types and
security.
Unit 3:
Software Development - 20% - Non-Exam Assessment: 20 hours
This controlled assessment will give candidates the opportunity to develop
a piece of work using programming software following a task brief from a
choice of two issued by WJEC.
Learning Path
It is possible to combine Computer Science with more or less any other course
on our curriculum. Plasmawr offers an Applied ICT A-level course. It can be
followed for one or two years, studying 2 or 4 units.
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In the field of Computer science, there are a number of degree courses offered at
universities across Britain.

Specification: Link

MUSIC - GCSE
Why should I study this subject?
Music is an optional subject in Key Stage 4, and is suitable for students who are
committed to singing or playing an instrument, and who enjoy composing and
listening to a wide range of music. Through Performing, Composing and
Appraising you can come to understand and enjoy music.
What is the content of the course?
By studying this course, you will have the opportunity to develop your performing,
composing and appraisal skills. You will prepare for an individual and a group
performance. The performing element is worth 35% of the final mark. You will
also have an opportunity to develop your compositional skills for the course work
folio, again worth 35% of the final mark. You will also be listening to a wide
variety of music which will prepare you for the appraisal exam examination, worth
30% of the final mark.
Summary of Assessment
Unit 1: Performing
Total duration of performances: 4-6 minutes
35% of qualification
Section A: Performing (30%)
A minimum of two pieces, one of which must be an ensemble performance
of at
least one minute duration. The other piece(s) may be either solo and/or
ensemble.
One of the pieces performed must link to an area of study of the learner's
choice.
Section B: Programme Note (5%)
A programme note for one of the pieces chosen for performance, linked to an
area
of study.
To reach the required standard in the performing unit, it is advised for
students to be at least a grade 3 level on an instrument or singing.
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Unit 2: Composing
Total duration of compositions: 3-6 minutes
35% of qualification
Section A: Composing (30%)
Two compositions, one of which must be in response to a brief set by
WJEC.
Learners will choose one brief from a choice of four, each one linked to a
different area of study. The briefs will be released during the first week of
September in the academic year in which the assessment is to be taken.
The second composition is a free composition for which learners set their
own brief.
Section B: Evaluating (5%)
An evaluation of the piece composed in response to a brief set by WJEC.
Unit 3: Appraising
Written examination: 1 hour
30% of qualification
This unit is assessed via a listening examination.
Eight questions in total, two on each of the four areas of study.
Area of study 1: Musical Forms and Devices
Area of study 2: Music for Ensemble
Area of study 3: Film Music
Area of study 4: Popular Music
Two of the eight questions are based on prepared extracts set by WJEC Abdelazer Suite II: Rondeau: Purcell and Handbags and Gladrags:
Stereophonics.

SPANISH - GCSE
Unit 1: Speaking
Oral test: 7-9 minutes (Foundation tier) 10-12 minutes (Higher tier)
25% of qualification 60 marks
Three tasks:
Role play
Photo card discussion
Conversation – Part 1 and Part 2
Unit 2: Listening
Written examination: 35 minutes (Foundation tier)
45 minutes (Higher tier)
25% of qualification 60 marks
Listening comprehension tasks with non-verbal and written responses
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Unit 3: Reading
Written examination:1 hour (Foundation tier)
1 hour 15 minutes (Higher tier)
25% of qualification 60 marks
Reading tasks with non-verbal and written responses, including one translation
task from Spanish into English/Welsh
Unit 4: Writing
Written examination: 1 hour 15 minutes (Foundation tier)
1 hour 30 minutes (Higher tier)
25% of qualification 60 marks
Writing tasks including one translation task from English/Welsh into Spanish

Identity and culture
Youth Culture
 Self and
relationships
 Technology and
social media
Lifestyle
 Health and
fitness
 Entertainment
and leisure
Customs and
Traditions
 Food and drink
 Festivals and
celebrations

Wales and the World areas of interest
Home and Locality
 Local areas of
interest
 Transport

Current and future study
and employment
Current Study
 School/college life
 School/college
studies

Spain and Spanishspeaking countries
 Local and regional
features and
characteristics
 Holidays and
tourism

World of Work
 Work experience and
part-time jobs
 Skills and personal
qualities

Global Sustainability
 Environment
 Social issues

Jobs and Future Plans
 Applying for
work/study
 Career plans
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GEOGRAPHY - GCSE
The course is split into 3 parts
Unit 1: Changing physical and human landscapes
Unit 2: Environmental and development matters
Unit 3: Fieldwork enquiry
Unit 1: Changing physical and human landscapes
 Physical landscapes and processes In this unit we will study both rivers
and the coast.
 Urban-rural connections This unit focuses on settlements on a variety of
scales.
 Tectonic landscapes and hazards In a world where tectonic hazards are
often in the news we study what causes such disasters and how humans
respond.
Unit 2: Environmental and development matters
 Weather, Climate and Ecosystems We will study how weather patterns
are formed and their impacts upon ecosystems
 Development and resource matters We now study within the context of
a global continum. We will consider factors that lead to differences in
development levels and consider how to change these established global
patterns.
 Social development matters Now development is much greater than
ecoomic development. Social factors such as human rights are now
considered to be of utmost importance.
Pupils will sit the exam in Year 11. There will be two papers with data response
questions followed by extended answer questions.
Unit 3: Fieldwork enquiry
Pupils will carry out two days fieldwork in Year 10 and complete a portfolio.
During the December of Year 11 they will answer exam board set questions in
school under exam conditions
The geography course is wide ranging and interesting. Pupils who study the
course will gain an understanding of the world in which we live. They will also
develop the skills required to study an academic subject to A level and beyond.
The department makes extensive use of Moodle. The resources available here
will greatly enhance the pupil’s learning and understanding and give them the
tools to succeed in geography.
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TEXTILES - GCSE
This qualification in GCSE Design and Technology Textiles gives a unique
opportunity in the curriculum for students to recognise and solve real problems
through design and make projects. Through studying GCSE Design and
Technology Textiles, learners will be prepared and become confidant and
successful in a world that is becoming more technological; and they will become
more aware and learn from wider external influences on design and technology,
along with historical factors, social/industrial, environmental and economical.
Course Content:
Students will have the opportunity to analyse and evaluate other designers work,
design and make products, and then appraise their performance. They will be
given the opportunity to work with a wide range of textile materials and ICT. The
subject encompasses a range of skills from art work, graphical skills to the more
traditional textile techniques. Pupils will develop each one of the key skills and
will be encouraged to develop their creative and innovative imagination.
Year 10:
A number of mini projects using a range of textile materials will be worked on in
order to prepare pupils for the exam and controlled assessment task.
Year 11:
September to March – completing the controlled assessment task. March to June
– revision and preparation for the exam. (The WJEC is responsible for task
setting and details of the controlled assessment tasks for Design and Technology
will be forwarded to all centres in September each year).
Summary of Assessment
Unit 1: Textiles written paper - 2 hours (50%)
Unit 2: Controlled Assessment (50%)
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PRODUCT DESIGN – GCSE
The course is assessed over 2 units.
Unit 1: Design and Technology in the 21st Century.
Written examination which is 50% 2 hours.
A mix of short answer, structured and extended writing questions assessing
candidates’ knowledge and understanding of Product Design.
Unit 2: Design and make task.
Non-exam assessment, which is 50% of the qualification and will take
approximately 35 hours.
A sustained design and make task, based on a contextual challenge set by
WJEC assessing candidates’ ability to:
 Identify, investigate, analyse and outline design possibilities.
 Design and make prototype and evaluate their fitness for purpose.
This WJEC GCSE in Design and Technology offers a unique opportunity in the
curriculum for learners to identify and solve real problems by designing and
making products or systems. Through studying GCSE Design and Technology,
learners will be prepared to participate confidently and successfully in an
increasingly technological world; and be aware of, and learn from, wider
influences on design and technology, including historical, social/cultural,
environmental and economic factors.
The specification enables learners to work creatively when designing and making
and apply technical and practical expertise, in order to:








develop an appreciation of the importance of creativity and innovation to
good design practice
actively engage in the processes of design and technology to develop as
effective and independent learners
understand the key principles of designing and making
use their knowledge, skills and understanding to make design decisions in
order to make a quality prototype
analyse existing products and produce practical solutions to meet needs,
wants and opportunities, recognising their impact on quality of life
critically analyse links between the principles of good design, existing
solutions and technological knowledge
understand the underlying technical principles within design and
technology within their chosen endorsed area, with emphasis on emerging
technologies, materials and practices.

In following this specification, learners should be given opportunities, where
appropriate, to develop the skills that are being assessed through the Skills
Challenge Certificate within the Welsh Baccalaureate:
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Literacy
Numeracy
Digital Literacy
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Planning and Organisation
Creativity and Innovation
Personal Effectiveness.

Examples of CAD (computer aided design) work:

Examples of lighting products:
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Examples of Packaging product

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY – BTEC L2
Why choose music technology?
You have already had a taste of music technology
lessons in year 9. The course provides an
opportunity to research and experiment with the
equipment used within the music tech industry, with
several open units that gives the pupils a chance to
follow personal interests within the field. Continuing
with the level 2 course, which is equivalent to 2 B
grades at GCSE, can open many opportunities
within the music industry. The course can also be
great for those wanting to expand their
understanding of music tech and develop their
interests within modern music. During the course
you will:
 Use a variety of software within the subject
including Reason, Cubase and ProTools
 Have opportunities to develop skills in many
different aspects within the music industry
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Prepare a variety of assessments/coursework throughout the year instead
of an exam at the end of the year
Use equipment and software that matches those used within the industry

* The ability to play a musical instrument is not a prerequisite of the course,
although basic piano keyboard skills would be of advantage
What will I be studying?
Year 10
Unit 1 - working within the music industry
 Researching into a variety of worldwide companies within the music
industry.
 Discover a variety of jobs and roles within the music world.
Unit 7 - Exploring computer systems used by musicians
 Become accustomed to a variety of equipment used within music
technology.
 Create a music portfolio using software used in the music industry.
Year 11
Unit 2 - Professional development in the music industry
 Research into different careers and opportunities within the music world.
 Evaluate and track your personal development during the course.
Unit 9 - Producing a music product
 Become accustomed to using the recording studio.
 Set up for a studio recording and produce a track to a professional
standard.

PUBLIC SERVICES AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES - BTEC L1
Introduction
The BTEC Public Services Level 1 is a practical course that is assessed through
a combination of coursework and practical activities. It is a fantastic course for
pupils to learn about the basic skills and qualities needed for a career in the
public Services.
The Level 1 course is equivalent to 1 GCSE grade D.
Course Aims
The aims of the course is to introduce the pupils to the work and skills of the
public Services through practical activities and experiences. During the course
pupils will be introduced to the work of the Police, Fire and Rescue Services,
Paramedics and the Armed Forces.
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Course Structure
The course includes 4 units.

Individual Skills for the Public Services
This unit is a general introduction to the skills
needed for a career within the public services for
example communication skills, personal and
professional skills.

Introduction to Expedition Skills
During this unit pupils will learn about key skills needed to plan and take part in a
2 day expedition of their choice. This unit will give pupils the opportunity to
complete the Duke of Edinburgh’s Bronze Award.
Introduction to map Skills
The ability to navigate is very important to a number of Public Services
personnel. In this unit pupils will learn about the importance of good map work
and skills that will enable them to lead a day walk of their choice.
Teamwork in the Public Services
Effective teamwork is an essential part of the Public Services. This unit gives the
pupils the opportunity to learn about the importance of teamwork skills, with
particular focus on how team develop. During the unit, pupils will have the
opportunity to take part in an Outdoor Education teambuilding residential course
at Storey Arms Outdoor Education Centre in the Brecon Beacons.
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Column B
HISTORY - GCSE
The History course offers a range of subjects and topics of study.
interesting course which will challenge any young historian.

It is an

*Pupils will complete one examination at the end of Year 10.
Unit 1: 25%
A Study in Depth – Wales and the wider perspective.
Depression, War and Recovery in Wales and England, 1930-1951.
We will consider the history of Wales and England following the economic crisis
of 1929. By looking at the effects of rearmament and the Blitz we will study the
impact of the Second World War on the Home Front. We will evaluate the
contribution of Winston Churchill as a war leader, and study political, social and
economic developments as Britain recovered her position after 1945. We will
also look closely at the development of the role of women during this period.
Exam: 1hour
 Each option will be assessed by compulsory questions.
 These will focus largely on the analysis and evaluation of historical
sources and interpretations.
 There will also be questions testing second order historical concepts.

Unit 2: 25%
A Study in Depth – History with a European / World focus.
The USA: A Nation of Contrasts, 1910-1929.
We will be studying the implications of immigration, religion, race and organised
crime during the period. We will also study the economic development and the
depression. And finally we will look at popular entertainment and the role of
women during the period.
Exam: 1hour
 Each option will be assessed by compulsory questions.
 These will test second order historical concepts and also analyse and
evaluate historical sources and interpretations.
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Unit 3: 30%
Thematic study from a broad historical perspective.
Changes in Crime and Punishment, c. 1500 to the present day.
The themes studied in this topic are the causes and nature of crime from the
Tudor period to the present day. Attention will be given to the implementation of
law and order and the prevention of crime, such as the formation of the police
force in the 19C and the different types of prisons during the period. We will also
study the attitudes to penalties and the types of punishment. Finally, a focus on a
historical location will be studied in the context of the theme.
Exam: 1hr 15min
 Each theme will be assessed by compulsory questions
 Focus will also be on second order historical concepts including continuity,
change, cause, consequence, significance, similarity and difference.

Unit 4: 20%
Working as an Historian - Non-examination Assessment.
The non-examination assessment will involve the completion of two separate
tasks, one with a focus on source evaluation within the creation of an historical
narrative and one with a focus on the formation of different historical
interpretations of history.
The themes are:
 Nelson Mandela
 Dr Martin Luther King Jnr.
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DRAMA - GCSE
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GRAPHIC DESIGN - GCSE
The Graphic Design course offers pupils opportunities to develop their skills in
the following areas of the visual arts: Critical and Contextual Studies, Traditional
Art skills, Three Dimensional Design, Logo Design, Advertising, Promotion and
Computer Graphics.
ASSESSMENT
Course work
Students will produce a portfolio using the methods and styles of working seen in
the list above. The pupils are given guidance in their choice of theme with their
personal input playing an important part in the development of the work. This
should reflect their interests within the subject.
The portfolio represents 60% of the final mark.
Sustained focus
The examination paper will
include images, themes and
tasks. The external examination
starts at the beginning of
January in Year 11. Candidates
must
choose
only
one
assignment and give a clear
account
of
their
intentions. There will be a set
period
of
preparation
for
research and idea development
and a maximum of 10 hours
under controlled conditions to
produce the final item. All work
must be selected and presented
by the candidate for moderation.
The
Sustained
focus
examination represents 40% of
the final mark.
Students participating in this
course will not only develop their
practical skills, but also research
and problem solving skills as
well as improving their ability to work independently.
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Studying Graphics at this level could be beneficial for future careers in the visual
arts or where imaging plays a role in the work. Students that have studied this
subject have gone forward to persue A level Graphic Design, then onto a degree
course in Graphic Design, Illustration, Animation, Fashion Design, Games
Design, Advertising, Web Design, Architecture and many other design pathways.
Other students have gained employment as a Junior Graphic Designer.

Work Room

PUBLIC SERVICES – BTEC L2
(Teamwork and Personal Development in the Community)
Introduction
The BTEC level 2 course in Teamwork and Personal Development in the
Community is a practical based course focusing on skills and qualities required
for the Public Services. Pupils will learn by completing coursework task’s and
practical activities and scenarios related to the work place.
This BTEC level 2 course is equivalent to 2 GCSE grade’s B. The course
prepares pupils with the skills and qualities for employment or to continue with
their studies in A-level and Higher Education as a level 3 course at Plasmawr.
Course Aims
The aim of the course is to introduce pupils to the work of different Public
Services, learning new skills and their application to the work place. The public
Services offer a wide and difference employment opportunities ranging from Fire
and Rescue, Police, Armed Forces, NHS and Local Government. These are one
of the biggest employers in the UK and therefore a perfect opportunity to learn
and develop skills and qualities for a future career.
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Course Structure
The course consists of 3 units to be studied over 2 years. The units include:Public Service Skills
This unit allows pupils to learn and develop communication skills, professional
skills and teamwork skills that are important to be successful in the Public
Services. Teamwork skills are developed and practice during a 3 day residential
course at Storey Arms Outdoor Education Centre in the Brecon Beacons.

Expedition Skills
This unit enables pupils to understand the skills needed and the benefit of
expeditions to the Public Services. It is a fantastic opportunity to learn new skills
in the outdoor environment. It requires the pupils to Plan, Do and Review a 2 day
expedition. This unit offers the pupils the possibility of completing the Bronze
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.
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The importance of outdoor education activities and navigational skills
using a map and Compass to the Public Services.
During this unit pupils will learn the importance of map and compass navigation
skills to the public services. The aim of the unit is for the pupils to plan and lead
a walking route in the Brecon Beacons using the skills that they have developed.
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BTEC Level 2 - Health and Social Care
Introduction
This BTEC qualification is a vocational course which focuses on the practical
skills and knowledge required to be successful in the health and social care
industry. Students will develop their understanding of a range of topics through
completing workshops and assignments based on vocational contexts, activities
and the real world of work.
This BTEC level 2 certificate equates to 1 GCSE grade A*-C
The assessment criteria ranges from Pass, Merit and
Disctinction to a Distinction*.
Learners will sit 1 external examination to the value of 25% of
their final grade. This examination is based on the study of
Unit 1. They will then complete a series of course work assignments to
demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of Units 2,3 and 4.

Units
Unit 1: Human Lifespan Development
This unit provides you with the opportunity to explore how we grow and develop
throughout our lives and to investigate the factors that affect this growth and
development. You will go on to consider how these factors are interrelated.
There are four distinct aspects to human growth and development, usually
classified as physical, intellectual, emotional and social development. These four
aspects are closely related to each other, and a change in one can affect some,
or all, of the other areas.
Learning aims
A. Explore human growth and development across life stages.
B. Explore human growth and development across life stages
C. Explore how these factors are how they are interrelated
Unit 2: Health and Social Care Valuesl
What is good practice in health and social care? What ensures that good practice
is applied to support individuals who use health and social care services? Health
and social care values underpin good practice within the sector.
These care values apply to all areas of health and social care work. In this unit
you will gain an understanding of how these care values are applied in health and
social care settings, and their importance to work in the sector. You will apply
these values in practice. Through this activity you will develop skills that will be of
use in all careers in the health and social care sector. The values described in
this unit may be applied to daily life, and to a variety of careers outside the health
and social care sector.
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Learning aims:
A
Explore the care values that underpin current practice in
health and social care
B
Investigate ways of empowering individuals who use health
and social care services.
Unit 3: Effective Communication in Health and Social Care
This unit will allow you to investigate the different forms of communication and
how they are used effectively in health and social care. You will look at the
importance of using clear speech, body language that shows that you want to
help people, and active listening skills that show you are interested in what
people are saying. This unit will also provide information about alternative forms
of communication such as Braille, British Sign Language and Makaton.
In this unit, you will also investigate the difficulties some people experience in
accessing health and social care, owing to barriers of
communication. You will learn how these can be overcome,
so that people can access health and social care services.
Learning aims
.
A
Investigate different forms of communication
B
Investigate barriers to communication in health and social
care
C
Communicate effectively in health and social care.
Unit 6: The Impact of Nutrition on Health and Wellbeing
In this unit you will explore what is meant by a balanced diet and its
effects on
the body, for example in raising immunity to infection and improving
concentration.
You will also explore what is meant by an unbalanced diet and how this may lead
to various types of ill health. The knowledge and understanding you will gain in
this unit is essential for a career in health and social care as it will help you
support individuals to make the right choices to improve their health and
wellbeing.
Learning aims
A
Explore the effects of balanced and unbalanced diets on the
health and wellbeing of individuals
B
Understand the specific nutritional needs and preferences of
individuals.
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GEOGRAPHY - GCSE
The course is split into 3 parts
Unit 1: Changing physical and human landscapes
Unit 2: Environmental and development matters
Unit 3: Fieldwork enquiry
Unit 1: Changing physical and human landscapes
 Physical landscapes and processes In this unit we will study both rivers
and the coast.
 Urban-rural connections This unit focuses on settlements on a variety of
scales
 Tectonic landscapes and hazards In a world where tectonic hazards are
often in the news we study what causes such disasters and how humans
respond
Unit 2: Environmental and development matters
 Weather, Climate and Ecosystems - We will study how weather patterns
are formed and their impacts upon ecosystems
 Development and resource matters - We now study within the context of
a global continuum. We will consider factors that lead to differences in
development levels and consider how to change these established global
patterns.
 Social development matters - Now development is much greater than
economic development. Social factors such as human rights are now
considered to be of utmost importance.
.
Pupils will sit the exam in Year 11. There will be two papers with data response
questions followed by extended answer questions.
Unit 3: Fieldwork enquiry
Pupils will carry out two days fieldwork in year 10 and complete a portfolio.
During the December of Year 11 they will answer exam board set questions in
school under exam conditions
The geography course is wide ranging and interesting. Pupils who study the
course will gain an understanding of the world in which we live. They will also
develop the skills required to study an academic subject to A level and beyond.
The department makes extensive use of Moodle. The resources available here
will greatly enhance the pupil’s learning and understanding and give them the
tools to succeed in geography.
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY - GCSE
A course in Information and Communication Technology offers a unique
opportunity in the curriculum for candidates to identify and solve real problems by
designing information and communication systems in a wide range of contexts
relating to their personal interests. Information and Communication Technology
develops candidates' interdisciplinary skills and their capacity for imaginative,
innovative thinking, creativity and independence.
Course Structure
The course comprises practical and theory elements. To obtain a GCSE, all
elements must be studied.
Course Content:
Unit 1 – Understanding ICT

Unit 2 Solving Problems with ICT

Examination on Understanding ICT
related to a home and school context,
including:

Controlled Assessment 22.5 hours using
a range of software, including:

Data and information, Data validation
Verification (passwords and online
data entry forms)
Home entertainment

Organisation of folders and files
Communicating Information
 Creation of a document
 Creation of a presentation
containing Sound and Video

 Interactive TV, Gaming,
photography, Music etc.

Modelling

Home and personal communication
systems

 Create and use a spreadsheet
model containing complex formula

 Wireless and Bluetooth
technology, Mobile phones PDAs
etc.

Information Handling
 Use online information sources

Home business

 Use Databases

 Online shopping, Booking online

 Email

Organisations: School, home,
environment

Evaluation

ICT and learning
Staying safe
 Online, Health issues, Copyright
Act, etc.
Emerging Technologies
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Unit 3 ICT in Organisations
Examination on ICT in Organisations
related to a business and industry
contex, including:

Unit 4 Developing Multimedia ICT
Solutions
Controlled Assessment 22.5 hours using
multimedia software, including:

Data, information and knowledge

Research

 Data encoding validation and
verification

Design

Multimedia industries

Graphical Images

 Digital imaging Web authoring,
Animation etc.

Animation or Animated Movie

Networks
 LANs WANs etc.

Template and Navigation

Sound
Additional Techniques

Social and environmental impact

 Web/presentation effects, movie,
sound and animation.

Human Computer Interfaces

Evaluation

 Voice, GUI, Biometrics etc.
Organisations
Safety in organisations
Emerging Technologies

Assesment scheme:
Practical Work (60%)
Controlled Assessment Unit 2 - 22½ hours, (30%)
Controlled Assessment Unit 4 - 22½ hours, (30%)
Examinations (40%)
Unit 1 paper - 1½ hours, (20%)
Unit 3 paper - 1½ hours, (20%)
Learning path
Plasmawr offers Applied ICT A level course. It can be
followed for a year or two, studying 2 or 4 units.
In ICT we see a number of degree courses at universities in Britain. It is possible
to combine ICT with more or less any other course on our curriculum.
Specification
http://www.cbac.co.uk/uploads/publications/15993.p
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES - GCSE
It is a pleasure to offer an exciting, challenging and contemporary Religious
Studies course for Year 10. The course is suited to those who want to
understand contemporary religious and ethical issues as well as develop their
research, thinking and communication skills. Here is an option that supplements
many other fields of study for example the Humanities, Sociology and Media
Studies and is ideal for students who enjoy debates, questions and research into
the meaning of life and who wish to understand the way others lead their lives.
Year 10 Course:
Unit 1 – Part A: Religion and Philosophical Themes
During the first unit, candidates will study the beliefs and practices of the
Christian and Muslim faith. Learners will have opportunities to develop an
understanding of concepts, life and religious practice of both religions.
Unit 1 – Part B: Life and Death / Good and Evil
During the second part of the unit, learners will develop their knowledge and
understanding of Christian and Muslim creation stories. They will learn about the
origin and value of human life, focusing on contemporary topics such as abortion
and euthanasia. At the end of the unit learners will study issues such as good
and evil in addition to the death penalty, jihad and forgiveness.
At the end of their studies in year 10, students will be sitting an external
examination (50% of their final grade).
Year 11 Course:
Unit 2 – Part A: Religion and Ethical Themes
This unit will provide opportunities for learners to deepen their understanding of
the beliefs and practices of the Christian and Muslim religion. Learners will study
themes such as sacred places, the afterlife and religious celebrations.
Unit 2 – Part B (Theme 1): Relationships
This unit of study focuses on issues concerning relationships. During the unit
learners will develop an understanding of family relationships, marriage, gender
and gender equality.
Unit 2 – Part B (Theme 2): Human Rights
During the last unit, learners will study the work of individuals and case studies
related to social justice, racial discrimination and wealth.
At the end of their studies in Year 11, students will be sitting an external
examination (50% of their final grade).
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Column C
FRENCH - GCSE

Do you enjoy discussing, debating and chatting? Do you enjoy learning about
other cultures and countries whilst developing skills that will remain with you
whatever your chosen career path? Are you looking for a course that will offer a
challenge and is attractive to universities and employers alike? Studying French
at GCSE does all this and much more.
Unit 1: Speaking 25%
Oral test: 7-9 minutes (Foundation tier) 10-12 minutes (Higher tier)
Three tasks:
Role play /Photo card discussion /Conversation
Unit 2: Listening 25%
Written examination: 35 minutes (Foundation tier) / 45 minutes (Higher tier)
Listening comprehension tasks with non-verbal and written responses
Unit 3: Reading 25%
Written examination:1 hour (Foundation tier) /1 hour 15 minutes (Higher tier)
Various reading tasks, including one translation task from French into English/Welsh
Unit 4: Writing 25%
Written examination: 1 hour 15 minutes (Foundation tier) /1 hour 30 minutes (Higher
tier)
Writing tasks including one translation task from English/Welsh into French
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Identity and culture
Youth Culture



Self and
relationships
Technology and
social media



Health and
fitness
Entertainment
and leisure



Current and future study and
employment
Current Study



Local areas of interest
Transport

France and Frenchspeaking countries
Local and regional
features and
characteristics
Holidays and tourism

School/college life
School/college studies

World of Work



Work experience and parttime jobs
Skills and personal
qualities

Jobs and Future Plans

Global Sustainability



Customs and
Traditions








Lifestyle


Wales and the World areas of interest
Home and Locality

Environment
Social issues




Applying for work/study
Career plans

Food and drink
Festivals and
celebrations

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - GCSE
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT
Unit 1:
Introduction to physical education
Written examination: 2 hours, 50% of qualification
Learners will be assessed through a range of short and extended questions. The
questions will be based on audiovisual stimuli and other sources.
Unit 2:
The active participant in physical education
Non-exam assessment, 50% of qualification
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Learners will be assessed in three different activities in the role of performer in at
least one individual sport, one team sport and one other.
SUBJECT CONTENT
The subject content focuses on five key areas:
1. Health, training and exercise
2. Exercise physiology
3. Movement analysis
4. Psychology of sport and physical activity
5. Socio-cultural issues in sport and physical activity.
The Dance Studio

ART & DESIGN - GCSE
The Art and Design course offers pupils opportunities to develop their skills in the
following areas of the visual arts: Fine Art, Critical and Contextual Studies Textile
Design, Graphic Communication, Three Dimensional Design and Photography
and Light and Lens Based Media.
ASSESSMENT
Course work
Produce a portfolio using the methods and styles of working seen in the list
above. The pupils are given guidance in their development of themes, with their
personal input playing an important part in the development of the work. This
should reflect their interests within the subject.
The portfolio represents 60% of the final mark.
Sustained focus
The examination paper will include images, themes and tasks. The external
examination starts at the beginning of January in Year 11. Candidates must
choose only one assignment and give a clear account of their intentions. There
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will be a set period of preparation for research and idea development and a
maximum of 10 hours under controlled conditions to produce the final item. All
work must be selected and presented by the candidate for moderation.
The Sustained focus examination represents 40% of the final mark.
Pupils participating in this course will not only develop their practical skills, but
also research and problem solving skills as well as improving their ability to work
independently. Studying Art and Design at this level could be beneficial for future
careers in the visual arts or where imaging plays a role in the work. Pupils that
have studied this subject in the past have gone forward to gain employment in
variety of fields, including working in museums, as architects, car designers,
working in the world of fashion and retail, making props and costumes for the
theatre, films and television and as animators.

HOSPITALITY AND CATERING - GCSE
Aims:
If you have an interest in food preparation and presentation this is the course for
you. As well as extending your practical abilities from your Food Technology
lessons, you will learn about all aspects of the Hospitality and Catering Industry
such as diet, nutrition, hygiene and work roles within the industry. The WJEC
Level 1/2 Award in Hospitality and Catering has been designed to support
learners in schools and colleges who want to learn about this vocational sector
and the potential it can offer them for their careers or further study. It is most
suitable as a foundation for further study. This further study would provide
learners with the opportunity to develop a range of specialist and general skills
that would support their progression to employment. Employment in hospitality
and catering can range from waiting staff, receptionists and catering assistants to
chefs, hotel and bar managers and food technologists working for supermarket
chains. All of these roles require further education and training either through
apprenticeships or further and higher education.
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Course Details:
The course specification is divided into 2 areas of study:
Unit 1 - The Hospitality and Catering Industry – food and drink
• Job descriptions, work opportunities and training
• Health, hygiene and safety
• Food preparation, cooking and serving
• Nutrition and menu planning
• Costing and portion control
• Specialist equipment
• Communication and record keeping
• Environmental considerations
Unit 2 - Hospitality and Catering in action:
Catering skills associated with the preparation, cooking and serving food.
Assessment
 An end of course on line examination theory paper, 90 minutes in length
(40% of course marks). All candidates are entered for the examination.
This will use all of the knowledge gained in Unit 1 and 2.
 Assessment of practical work - Candidates will be expected to complete a
controlled practical cooking task. This will be completed in school under
set examination conditions (60%)
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HISTORY - GCSE
The History course offers a range of subjects and topics of study. It is an
interesting course which will challenge any young historian.
*Pupils will complete one examination at the end of Year 10.
Unit 1: 25%
A Study in Depth – Wales and the wider perspective.
Depression, War and Recovery in Wales and England, 1930-1951.
We will consider the history of Wales and England following the economic crisis
of 1929. By looking at the effects of rearmament and the Blitz we will study the
impact of the Second World War on the Home Front. We will evaluate the
contribution of Winston Churchill as a war leader, and study political, social and
economic developments as Britain recovered her position after 1945. We will
also look closely at the development of the role of women during this period.
Exam: 1hour
 Each option will be assessed by compulsory questions.
 These will focus largely on the analysis and evaluation of historical
sources and interpretations.
 There will also be questions testing second order historical concepts.

Unit 2: 25%
A Study in Depth – History with a European / World focus.
The USA: A Nation of Contrasts, 1910-1929.
We will be studying the implications of immigration, religion, race and organised
crime during the period. We will also study the economic development and the
depression. And finally we will look at popular entertainment and the role of
women during the period.
Exam: 1hour
 Each option will be assessed by compulsory questions.
 These will test second order historical concepts and also analyse and
evaluate historical sources and interpretations.
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Unit 3: 30%
Thematic study from a broad historical perspective.
Changes in Crime and Punishment, c. 1500 to the present day.
The themes studied in this topic are the causes and nature of crime from the
Tudor period to the present day. Attention will be given to the implementation of
law and order and the prevention of crime, such as the formation of the police
force in the 19C and the different types of prisons during the period. We will also
study the attitudes to penalties and the types of punishment. Finally, a focus on a
historical location will be studied in the context of the theme.
Exam: 1hr 15min
 Each theme will be assessed by compulsory questions
 Focus will also be on second order historical concepts including continuity,
change, cause, consequence, significance, similarity and difference.

Unit 4: 20%
Working as an Historian - Non-examination Assessment.
The non-examination assessment will involve the completion of two separate
tasks, one with a focus on source evaluation within the creation of an historical
narrative and one with a focus on the formation of different historical
interpretations of history.
The themes are:
 Nelson Mandela
 Dr Martin Luther King Jnr.

SOCIOLOGY - GCSE
The course seeks to account for the varied forms of human society and to
look at the impact of culture and social organisation on individual lives.
Pupils will obtain a qualification in GCSE Sociology Full Course.
A very successful and increasingly popular GCSE course. Sociology is a two
year course divided into two components. Learners will study various forms of
human society and their effect on our culture, social organisations and individual
lives. Learners will develop the skills to understand the relationships between
individuals, groups, institutions and societies. This is a linear qualification in
which examinations will be taken at the end of the two years. There will be two, 1
hour and 45 minutes, examination papers at the end of year 11. The grades will
now be on a scale of 1 to 9 as in England, where 9 is the highest grade.
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In this component, learners will
consider how human beings acquire
their identity and examine the process
of passing on culture from generation
to generation. This theme is continued
through a detailed study of two agents
of socialisation: families and
education, which will provide learners
with a deeper understanding of
society.

Component 1: Understanding Social Processes
Written examination: 1 hour and 45 minutes
50% of qualification.
This component covers the following topics:





Processes of cultural transmission
Families
Education
Sociological research methods

In this component, learners will
enhance their awareness of society
through an examination of social
structures and their influence on
human behaviour. They will develop
an understanding of inequality and will
examine various theories. This theme
is continued through a detailed study
of crime and deviance.

Component 2: Understanding Social Structures
Written examination: 1 hour 45 minutes
50% of qualification
This component covers the following topics:




Social differentiation and stratification
Crime and deviance
Applied methods of sociological enquiry
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SPORT & ACTIVE LEISURE
CERTIFICATE BTEC (L1)

Why study the BTEC level 1 Sport and Active Leisure Course?
The aim of the BTEC Level 1 Sport and Active leisure Course is to offer the
pupils an opportunity through practical activities and experiences to develop
personal performance, knowledge, skills and qualities. The course has a
direct link to jobs and further experiences within the field and therefore
provides an excellent foundation for future learning and development.

BTEC Level 1
Sport and Active Leisure
Unit 4: Taking Part in Sport
Unit 11: Taking Part in Exercise and
Fitness
Unit 12: How the Body Works

What will I be studying?
The BTEC level 1 is a certificated course
equivalent to one GCSE grade D to G. All
pupils must complete the following four
units:-

Unit 13: Planning Own Fitness
Programme
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What does the course involve?
Unit 4: Taking Part in Sport
1. Be able to take part in team sports
2. Be able to take part in individual sports
3. Be able to review own performance
Unit 11: Taking Part in Exercise and Fitness
1. Know about different exercise and fitness activities and facilities
2. Know how to take part in exercise and fitness safely
3. Be able to demonstrate work skills through participation in exercise and fitness
activities
4. Be able to review own performance
Unit 12: How the Body Works
1. Know the functions of the skeletal and muscular systems
2. Know the functions of the cardio-respiratory systems
3. Know the requirements of a healthy diet
Unit 13: Planning Own Fitness Programme
1. Know the components of physical fitness
2. Be able to assess own fitness level
3. Be able to plan and use own fitness programme
4. Know how to overcome barriers that may affect achievement of fitness goals
5. Be able to review own fitness programme

Opportunities:
Learning by doing
Key skills
Duke of Edinburgh’s award (Bronze and Silver)
Outdoor residential courses to Storey Arms
Canoeing / Kayaking course - Cardiff White Water Course
A number of Sport and leisure activities
How will I Benefit for taking part in the course?
The course will provide you with an opportunity to develop knowlage and skills that is an
essential part to progress to the work place or further education. The course can lead to a
BTEC level 2 course in Sport and Outdoor Education in the sixth Form. By joining us at the
Vocational department we will provide you with a learning environment geared to promote
skills and personal development that will result in achieving a worthwhile qualification.
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